Highland Ever After The Montgomerys
And
Getting the books Highland Ever After The Montgomerys And now is not type of
inspiring means. You could not single-handedly going following ebook accretion or
library or borrowing from your friends to read them. This is an definitely easy
means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This online proclamation Highland
Ever After The Montgomerys And can be one of the options to accompany you
behind having further time.
It will not waste your time. undertake me, the e-book will extremely tone you other
business to read. Just invest tiny time to gain access to this on-line notice
Highland Ever After The Montgomerys And as well as evaluation them wherever
you are now.

The Alpine Path - The Story of My Career Lucy Maud Montgomery 2017-09-21
The Alpine Path, The Story of My Career is the autobiography of Lucy Maud
Montgomery. Originally published as a series of autobiographical essays in the
Toronto magazine, Everywoman’s World, from June to November in 1917. A
charming read about her childhood with all the dreams and imaginings from her
youth. Followed by her inspirational road to literary success.
Highland Velvet Jude Deveraux 2003-08-27 Jude Deveraux steps back to a time
and place where revenge and rivalry rule men's hearts—and love conquers all—in
this wonderful Montgomery novel. Bronwyn MacArran was a proud Scot. Stephen
Montgomery was one of the hated English. He came to Scotland as a conqueror,
saw her beauty and was vanquished. But still she would abhor him. She owned a
temper hot enough to forge the armors of battle or inflame a valiant soldier's
passion. Yet still she would resist him. She became his reason to live, his reason
to love. And still she would deny him. But while clan fought clan, while brother took
up sword against brother, and the highlands ran with blood—their destiny was
made...and this mighty warrior pledged himself to his woman's pride, her honor

and her name—and made of their love a torch to burn through the ages!
Highland Wolf Lynsay Sands 2022-01-25 New York Times Bestselling Author
Lynsay Sands delivers another sexy historical romance set in the wilds of the
Highlands In all her daydreams about her wedding day, Lady Claray MacFarlane
never once imagined being dragged to the altar by her greedy uncle and forced to
marry a man she didn’t know. But that’s what happened, or would have, had a
Highland warrior not snatched her up at the last minute and ridden off with her in
his arms. . . They call him the Wolf. The mercenary’s courage and prowess in
battle are known throughout the Highlands, and with his handsome face and blackas-sin hair, he is as intelligent and deadly as the wolf he was named for… But the
Wolf is also Claray’s betrothed. Thought to have been killed as a child, he’s been
in hiding all these years. Now he’s determined to earn enough coin to rebuild his
home, reclaim his birthright, and honor his marriage contract to Claray. For he’s
fallen for the tender-hearted lass…and he will do anything to protect her and their
future together.
Into the Mist Maya Banks 2009 One woman's mission to bring down a sexy
elemental shifter turns into a battle of wills.and hearts. Falcon Mercenary Group,
Book 1 Hostage recovery specialist Eli Chance has a secret. He was born a
shifter. A freak of nature. While on a mission, Eli's men and their mercenary guide

are exposed to a powerful chemical agent, and suddenly his secret has become
easier to hide. Now he's not the only one with the gift. But for his men, this "gift" is
becoming more and more of a curse. Tyana Berezovsky's brother Damiano was
the guide for Eli's team and was the worst affected by the chemical. As he grows
increasingly unstable, Tyana fears she's going to lose him to the beast he is
becoming. Tyana will do whatever it takes to help him, even if it means using her
body to go after the one man she thinks holds all the blame-and possibly the cure.
Eli Chance. Warning: Violence, blood, guns, knives, ass kicking, people who do
mean things, bad people dying, explicit sex and smart mouths.
Highlander Ever After Paula Quinn 2018-12-18 From New York Times bestselling
author Paula Quinn comes a sweeping Scottish historical romance between a
dashing MacGregor highlander and his English bride. From New York Times
bestselling author Paula Quinn comes a sweeping Scottish historical romance
between a dashing MacGregor highlander and his English bride. They tried to
resist a marriage of convenience. . . As the clan chief's son, Adam MacGregor is
duty-bound to marry a royal heir. Yet when he meets his bride---a beautiful but
haughty young lass who thinks he is nothing more than a common savage---he
realizes she's more than he bargained for. But the more Adam gets to know his
new wife, the more intent he is on proving her wrong about him. But can they resist

each other? Sina de Arenberg wants nothing to do with the unsavory MacGregors,
especially the fierce Highlander she now calls husband. But the more time she
spends with the man she married, the more she sees his honor and courage. Just
when she thinks there might be a future for her and Adam, Sina is called back to
court. England isn't the place she remembers, though, and soon she'll be forced to
choose between the life she once knew, and the Highlander who has captured her
heart.
The Lion's Lady Julie Garwood 2010-08-31 A daring lady meets a dashing lord
with the soul of a pirate in this classic Regency romance novel from bestselling
author Julie Garwood. Christina Bennett had taken London society by storm. The
ravishing beauty guarded the secret of her mysterious past until the night Lyon,
Marquis of Lyonwood, stole a searching, sensuous kiss. An arrogant nobleman
with a pirate’s passions, he tasted the wild fire smoldering beneath Christina’s cool
charm and swore to posess her... But the fiesty and defiant Christina would not be
so easily conquered. Mistress of her heart and of her fortune, she resisted Lyon’s
sensuous caresses. She dared not surrender to his love...for then, she must also
forsake her precious secret...and her promised destiny!
Sweet Addiction Maya Banks 2012-04-03 FROM NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE BREATHLESS TRILOGY MAYA BANKS He

awakened a need within her. Cole is successful beyond his dreams. He can have
any woman he wants, but there’s only one he can’t stop thinking about: his
childhood sweetheart, Renita. He’s never forgotten his first taste of innocent love
and the desire that consumed them—or the pain he brought upon her… But now
she belongs to another… Her long-ago brush with submission awakened a longing
in Ren that drove her to walk the darker edge of desire. She has become a
beautiful woman at ease with her sexuality and unapologetic about her need for a
dominant man. When Cole finds her again, he’s gutted that she belongs to
another. Ren’s current master agrees to give her to Cole for a short time, but then
she must return to his keeping. And though Cole agrees to this bargain, he knows
he will never be able to let Ren go again…
The Black Lyon Jude Deveraux 2011-11-29 A Classic Love Story of a Fearless
Lordand the Woman Who Tamed Him Darkly handsome and rich beyond
imagining, the boldEnglish conqueror was called “the Black Lyon” for hislionlike
ferocity. He had no match among enemies,or women . . . until he met Lyonene, the
green-eyedbeauty whose fiery spirit equaled his own. Through a whirlwind
romance andstormy marriage, she endured every perilto be by his side, until
vicious lies andjealousy drove her into danger. Now only the fierce Black Lyon
cansave her—for he alone has thecourage to destroy the ruthlessplot threatening

to shatterthe bond of love theLyon and his ladyvowed would neverbe broken . . .
The Hellion and the Highlander Lynsay Sands 2010-02-23 Only one man could set
her heart ablaze . . . Lady Averill Mortagne learned to control her fierce temper as
a young girl. But if her father insists on parading her before one more English lord
who looks askance at her flame-colored hair, she'll simply scream! Her only respite
is the time she spends with Kade Stewart, the wounded Scot her brother brought
home from the Crusades. Who could have imagined a Highland warrior would be
the only gentleman around? Lady Averill helped save his life, and for that Kade is
truly grateful. She is also almost unbearably beautiful, but he could never subject
such a sweet and gentle lady to the rough life of a Stewart laird's bride . . . or could
he? When she braves an unexpected danger by his side, Averill will prove to Kade
that her heart is as fiery as her hair . . . and that submitting to their scorching
passion would be heaven indeed.
Taming the Highland Bride Lynsay Sands 2010-01-26 “You can’t help but fall in
love with Lynsay Sands!” —New York Times bestselling author Christina Dodd
Lynsay Sands—the perennial USA Today and New York Times bestselling author
well-known and loved for her delightful novels featuring the Argeneau family of
vampires—once again shows us another side with Taming the Highland Bride, the
second in the wonderfully witty, supremely sexy historical romance series she

kicked off with Devil of the Highlands. With Taming the Highland Bride, the
incomparable Lynsay pays homage to the immortal Bard, William Shakespeare, as
she delights readers with a tale of a smitten Scotsman’s determined efforts to tame
his beautiful, hot-tempered fiancée, the notorious “Stewart Shrew.”
Seduction of a Highland Lass Maya Banks 2011-09-27 Maya Banks, the New York
Times bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has captivated
readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie
Garwood. In Seduction of a Highland Lass, an indomitable Highland warrior is
caught between loyalty and forbidden love. Fiercely loyal to his elder brother,
Alaric McCabe leads his clan in the fight for their birthright. Now he is prepared to
wed for duty, as well. But on his way to claim the hand of Rionna McDonald,
daughter of a neighboring chieftain, he is ambushed and left for dead.
Miraculously, his life is saved by the soft touch of a Highland angel, a courageous
beauty who will put to the test his fealty to his clan, his honor, and his deepest
desires. An outcast from her own clan, Keeley McDonald was betrayed by those
she loved and trusted. When the wounded warrior falls from his horse, she is
drawn to his strong, lean body. The wicked glint in his green eyes ignites a passion
that will follow them back to Alaric’s keep, where their forbidden love draws them
deeper into the pleasures of the flesh. But as conspiracy and danger circle closer,

Alaric must make an impossible choice: Will he betray his blood ties for the woman
he loves?
Highland Ever After Maya Banks 2024-10-15 #1 New York Times and #1 USA
Today bestselling author Maya Banks returns to her beloved Highlander series
with the story readers have been waiting for… After Scotland’s three most powerful
clans come together to build a formidable alliance, an apprehensive king conspires
to keep his empire from collapsing. He orders Taliesan McHugh to agree to a
marriage that will ensure the king maintains control of the coveted McHugh
fortress. With no other choice but to obey her king, Taliesan accepts her destiny.
But when her path crosses with that of Brodie Armstrong, she begins to wonder
what it would be like to feel the warrior’s strong arms around her—and to be loved
by him. Staunchly opposing the king’s command to stand down, Brodie plots to
save Taliesan from her arranged marriage. He is determined to make the gentle
beauty his but finds himself at the mercy of a decades-old family agreement. As
power struggles echo across the Highlands, Brodie continues to defy the king and
vows to remain true to his cause, his people—and, most of all, the woman who has
claimed his heart.
The Chief Monica McCarty 2010-03-23 AN ELITE FIGHTING FORCE UNLIKE
THE WORLD HAS EVER SEEN . . . Scouring the darkest corners of the Highlands

and Western Isles, Robert the Bruce handpicks ten warriors to help him in his
quest to free Scotland from English rule. They are the best of the best, chosen for
their superior skills in each discipline of warfare. And to lead his secret Highland
Guard, Bruce chooses the greatest warrior of all. The ultimate Highland warlord
and a swordsman without equal, Tor MacLeod has no intention of being drawn into
Scotland’s war against the English. Dedicated to his clan, the fiercely independent
chief answers to no one—especially not to his alluring new bride, bartered to him
in a bid to secure his command of the deadliest fighting force the world has ever
seen. The treacherous chit who made her way to Tor’s bed may have won his
hand, but she will never claim his heart. Although her husband’s reputation is as
fierce as his manner, Christina Fraser believes that something softer hides
beneath his brutal shell. But the only warmth she feels is in their bed, in glorious
moments of white-hot desire that disappear with the dawn. When Christina’s
reckless bid to win her husband’s love goes awry and thrusts them into danger on
the eve of war, Tor will face his ultimate battle: to save his wife and to open his
heart—before it’s too late.
The Mistress Maya Banks 2012-07-31 In "The Mistress," Chrysander must help his
former mistress Marley remember their relationship and their baby she carries; and
in "Wanted: Mistress And Mother," Dante begins an affair with Matilda, who is

creating a garden for his troubled daughter.
Whispers in the Dark Maya Banks 2012-01-03 Nathan is being held captive and is
in agony. His saving grace is the voice of an angel who eases his pain and helps
him regain enough strength to escape. When he does, she leaves him with a void
that he can barely stand. When he escapes and returns to the KGI, he hears her
again-now she needs him. Her name is Shae, and she's on the run with her sister.
A government group wants to harness their abilities to heal. The KGI wants to
help- but can Nathan quiet his soulmate's doubts and convince her that they are
meant to face these dangers together?
Highland Treasure Lynsay Sands 2021-01-26 A Buchanan brother finds a love to
treasure in this scintillating historical romance from New York Times bestselling
author Lynsay Sands… After escaping from the English soldiers who attacked her
home and imprisoned her in a dungeon, Lady Elysande de Valance is grateful for
the rugged Scots who are escorting her to safety in the Highlands. Even with
danger dogging their every step, she hadn’t expected to welcome the strong
comforting embrace of their leader, Rory Buchanan. They say he’s a healer, but
she finds the heat of his touch does so much more… Let his brothers get
married—Rory is too busy tending to the sick to be bothered with wooing a bride.
But when he is tasked with accompanying a family friend’s “treasure” to the

Highlands, he is surprised to learn the treasure is a beautiful woman on the
run—and even more surprised to discover bruises hidden by her veil. Rory makes
it his mission to tend to her injuries and protect her, but the thought of losing her
makes him realize that perhaps it is his heart that is most in need of healing…
Murder on the Safari Star M. G. Leonard 2021-02-04 Join Hal and Uncle Nat as
they plunge straight into an exciting mystery – this time while on Safari! All-aboard
for the third amazing journey in the bestselling Adventures on Trains series,
Murder on the Safari Star, from M. G. Leonard and Sam Sedgman, illustrated
throughout by Elisa Paganelli. Harrison Beck and his Uncle Nat are on the journey
of a lifetime aboard the Safari Star – a luxurious steam train that will take them
from Pretoria to the stunning Victoria Falls. Close encounters with the amazing
animals and landscape of Southern Africa are adventure enough, but things get
mysterious when a passenger is found dead inside a locked compartment. Is it just
a terrible accident or is something more suspicious afoot? It’s up to train detective
Hal and his new friend Winston to find out. Murder on the Safari Star can be read
as a stand-alone novel, or enjoyed as part of the Adventures on Trains series. Join
Hal and Uncle Nat on more stops in this thrilling series, with: The Highland Falcon
Thief, Kidnap on the California Comet, Danger at Dead Man's Pass and Sabotage
on the Solar Express. Praise for the Series: 'Like Murder on the Orient Express but

better!' – Frank Cottrell-Boyce on The Highland Falcon Thief 'A thrilling and hugely
entertaining adventure story' – David Walliams on The Highland Falcon Thief 'A
first class choo-choo-dunnit!' – David Solomons on Kidnap on the California Comet
'A high-speed train journey worth catching . . .The best yet' – The Times on Murder
on the Safari Star 'This series just gets better and better' – Maz Evans on Danger
at Dead Man's Pass
Spell of the Highlander Karen Marie Moning 2006 In her sexiest Highlander novel
yet, "New York Times" bestselling author Moning stirs up a sizzling brew of ancient
mystery and modern passion as she brings together a devilishly handsome Celtic
warrior trapped in time and the woman who's about to pay a high price for freeing
him.
A Dangerous Kind of Lady Mia Vincy 2020-07-07 A desperate situation calls for
dangerous deeds... Proud heiress Arabella Larke has little respect for rules and no
time for scruples, not when she faces marriage to a man she loathes and fears.
Determined to save herself, Arabella comes up with a plan: a fake engagement
with her childhood nemesis, Guy Roth, Marquess of Hardbury, recently returned
home after years away. To Arabella's surprise, Guy has become strong,
honorable, and unexpectedly attractive...but he refuses to even hear her plan.
After leaving England to escape his corrupt, controlling father, Guy has vowed

never to do anyone's bidding again-certainly not Arabella's. To Guy's surprise,
Arabella has become intriguing, quick-witted, and unexpectedly attractive, but he
has enough drama trying to gain custody of his younger sisters, and he wants
nothing to do with her dubious schemes. Until Arabella shows up at his house one
night, and Guy finds himself entangled to a dangerous degree... Warm, witty, and
moving, this historical romance tells the story of a proud, flawed lady, and the man
brave enough to love her. ?
Highland Velvet Jude Deveraux 2013-03-02
In Bed with a Highlander Maya Banks 2011-08-30 Maya Banks, the New York
Times bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has captivated
readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie
Garwood. In Bed with a Highlander is the start of a beguiling trilogy featuring three
unforgettable brothers risking everything to save their clan and their legacy—and
to surrender their hearts to love. Ewan McCabe, the eldest, is a warrior determined
to vanquish his enemy. Now, with the time ripe for battle, his men are ready and
Ewan is poised to take back what is his—until a blue-eyed, raven-haired temptress
is thrust upon him. Mairin may be the salvation of Ewan’s clan, but for a man who
dreams only of revenge, matters of the heart are strange territory to conquer. The
illegitimate daughter of the king, Mairin possesses prized property that has made

her a pawn—and wary of love. Her worst fears are realized when she is rescued
from peril only to be forced into marriage by her charismatic and commanding
savior, Ewan McCabe. But her attraction to her ruggedly powerful new husband
makes her crave his surprisingly tender touch; her body comes alive under his
sensual mastery. And as war draws near, Mairin’s strength, spirit, and passion
challenge Ewan to conquer his demons—and embrace a love that means more
than revenge and land.
The Breathless Trilogy Maya Banks 2013-09-03 “Erotic fantasies and
seduction...are the name of the game” (Joyfully Reviewed) in the Breathless
Trilogy by New York Times bestselling phenomenon Maya Banks, an author “hot
enough to make even the coolest reader sweat!” (Fresh Fiction). THE COMPLETE
BREATHLESS TRILOGY IN AN IRRESISTIBLE BOX SET. RUSH… When Gabe
Hamilton saw Mia Crestwell walk into the ballroom for his hotel’s grand opening,
he knew he was going to hell for what he had planned. After all, Mia is his best
friend’s little sister. Except she’s not so little anymore. And Gabe has waited a long
time to act on his desires. FEVER… Jace, Ash, and Gabe: three of the wealthiest,
most powerful men in the country. They’re accustomed to getting anything they
want. Anything at all. For Jace, it’s a woman whose allure takes him completely by
surprise… BURN…When it comes to sex, Ash McIntyre has always explored his

wilder side—extreme and uncompromising. He demands control. And he prefers
women who want it like that. Then he meets Josie. He never imagined the one
woman to tell him no would be the only woman who’d ever drive him to the edge of
desire. “For an erotic, BDSM book, this one fits the bill.”—USA Today on Maya
Banks
Never Love a Highlander Maya Banks 2011-10-25 Maya Banks, the New York
Times bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has captivated
readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie
Garwood. In Never Love a Highlander, the youngest McCabe brother uses sword
and seduction to save his clan—and seal his heart. Caelen McCabe’s young,
reckless heart nearly destroyed his clan. Now, putting family loyalty above all else,
he steps up to marry his older brother’s jilted bride and salvage the uneasy alliance
between two clans. While beautiful Rionna McDonald is a fit wife for any man,
Caelen trusts no woman, especially not this sweet temptress who torments him
with white-hot longing. As the sacrificial lamb in her father’s power game, Rionna
will do her duty but vows to protect her heart and her pride from humiliation.
Despite everything, though, the heat in Caelen’s touch melts her defenses, and
she craves the sensual delights of a husband who guards his emotions as fiercely
as his clan. But when the ultimate battle for the McCabe legacy is upon them,

Rionna’s true warrior spirit emerges. She will risk the wrath of her father, the fury of
her enemies, and her life to prove to Caelen that his wife’s love is too precious to
lose.
Danger at Dead Man's Pass M. G. Leonard 2021-09-16 Embark on a thrilling
fourth adventure in the bestselling, prize-winning Adventures on Trains series Danger at Dead Man's Pass, from M. G. Leonard and Sam Sedgman, as Harrison
Beck investigates an ancient family curse high in the German mountains.
Illustrated in black-and-white throughout by Elisa Paganelli. A mysterious letter
from an old friend asks Hal and Uncle Nat to help investigate a spooky
supernatural mystery. Legend has it the Kratzensteins, a family of rich and
powerful railway tycoons, are cursed, but there is no such thing as a curse, is there
. . .? Hal and Nat take the night train to Berlin and go undercover. From a creaking
spooky old house at the foot of the Harz mountains, they take the Kratzenstein
family's funeral train to the peak of the Brocken Mountain. Can Hal uncover the
secrets of the Brocken railway and the family curse before disaster strikes?
Danger at Dead Man's Pass can be read as a stand-alone novel, or enjoyed as
part of the Adventures on Trains series. Join Hal and Uncle Nat on more stops in
this thrilling series with: The Highland Falcon Thief, Kidnap on the California
Comet, Murder on the Safari Star and Sabotage on the Solar Express. Praise for

the Series: 'Like Murder on the Orient Express but better!' – Frank Cottrell-Boyce
on The Highland Falcon Thief 'A thrilling and hugely entertaining adventure story' –
David Walliams on The Highland Falcon Thief 'A first class choo-choo-dunnit!' –
David Solomons on Kidnap on the California Comet 'A high-speed train journey
worth catching . . .The best yet' – The Times on Murder on the Safari Star 'This
series just gets better and better' – Maz Evans on Danger at Dead Man's Pass
Wild at Heart Field Guide, Revised Edition John Eldredge 2021-03-02 In Wild at
Heart, bestselling author John Eldredge thrust a generation of men, young and old,
toward a journey to recover true masculinity?the soul of a man as God designed
him. He reminded men they needed adventure in their lives—in their work, in their
love, and their spiritual lives—and showed how God designed them to be
dangerous. Sadly, most men today have abandoned these dreams and
desires—aided by a Christianity that feels like nothing more than pressure to be a
"nice guy." It is no wonder that many men avoid church, and those who go are
often passive and bored to death. The Wild at Heart Field Manual, which
corresponds chapter-by-chapter with the book, helps men understand how God
wants to heal these deep wounds from earlier years that take away their
confidence and, in some case, their masculinity. Men will discover that deep within
their heart is a longing for a battle to fight, an adventure to live, and a beauty to

rescue—because that is how God created them. It is time for the church to reclaim
these wounded warriors. It is time to give men permission to be what God
designed them to be—dangerous, passionate, alive, and free! Packed with new
information and insights, the Wild at Heart Field Manual guides men along "the
road less traveled." Filled with probing questions, creative exercises, and space to
record personal field notes, this companion volume is designed to transition men
from reading about the wild heart to living from it.
Wherever You Are Maya Banks 2017-12-05 A KGI novel of nonstop suspense and
explosive passion from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Brighter Than
the Sun.
Rush Maya Banks 2013-02-05 In the first novel in the Breathless trilogy, a man is
about to have his fantasies come true with a woman who was once forbidden fruit,
and is now ripe for the picking... When Gabe Hamilton saw Mia Crestwell walk into
the ballroom for his hotel’s grand opening, he knew he was going to hell for what
he had planned. After all, Mia is his best friend’s little sister. Except she’s not so
little anymore. And Gabe has waited a long time to act on his desires. Gabe has
starred in Mia’s fantasies more than once. So what if he’s fourteen years older?
Mia knows he’s way out of her league, but her attraction has only grown stronger
with time. She’s an adult now, and there’s no reason not to act on her most secret

desires. As Gabe pulls her into his provocative world, she realizes there’s a lot she
doesn’t know about him or how exacting his demands can be. Their relationship is
intense and obsessive, but as they cross the line from secret sexual odyssey to
something deeper, their affair runs the risk of being exposed—and vulnerable to a
betrayal far more intimate than either expected.
Into the Lair Maya Banks 2009 Falcon Mercenary Group Book 2 It was supposed
to be an easy mission. But nobody told her that. Ian and Braden Thomas return to
the U.S. to extract Katie Buchanan, the sister of the teammate who betrayed them.
She could very well be the key to taking down the man responsible for turning Ian
and Braden into unstable cat shifters. Unfortunately, theyre not the only ones after
Katie. Katie has no intention of going quietly or of offering her trust on a silver
platter. Shes got troubles of her own that dont include two pain-in-the-ass men
who claim her dead brother sent them. Shes too busy trying to stay one step
ahead of Ricardo de la Cruz, the brother of a man she killed. As the bodies pile up,
Ian and Braden are only sure of one thing: Katie makes them crazy. Something
about her calls to their inner predator. They both want her, but shes made a
practice of making bad decisions and trusting the wrong men. And by the time she
realizes that she can trust these two warriors, it might just be too late. Falcon
Mercenary Group Book 2, a sequel to Into the Mist Warning: Blood, gray matter,

guts and gore. Ass kicking, potty mouths, acerbic wit. More mean people, mean
people dying, mean people getting what they deserve. Sex]explicit sex, rough sex,
mnage a trois, voyeurism, light bondage. Oh, and avalanches."
Highlander Most Wanted Maya Banks 2013 When Bowen Montgomery storms the
gates of McHugh Keep, he comes to the rescue of Genevieve McInnes, a captive
of the cruel laird, and finds himself torn between keeping this woman who has
captured his heart for himself or setting her free and losing her forever. Original.
175,000 first printing.
Outlander Diana Gabaldon 2015-02-12 THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE
BESTSELLING OUTLANDER SERIES. As seen on Amazon Prime TV. What if
your future was the past? 1946, and Claire Randall goes to the Scottish Highlands
with her husband Frank. It’s a second honeymoon, a chance to learn how war has
changed them and to re-establish their loving marriage. But one afternoon, Claire
walks through a circle of standing stones and vanishes into 1743, where the first
person she meets is a British army officer - her husband’s six-times greatgrandfather. Unfortunately, Black Jack Randall is not the man his descendant is,
and while trying to escape him, Claire falls into the hands of a gang of Scottish
outlaws, and finds herself a Sassenach - an outlander - in danger from both
Jacobites and Redcoats. Marooned amid danger, passion and violence, her only

chance of safety lies in Jamie Fraser, a gallant young Scots warrior. What begins
in compulsion becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn between two
very different men, in two irreconcilable lives. (Previously published as Cross
Stitch)
Never Seduce a Scot Maya Banks 2012-09-25 Maya Banks, the New York Times
bestselling author of romance and romantic suspense has captivated readers with
her steamy Scottish historical novels, perfect for fans of Julie Garwood. Never
Seduce a Scot features a remarkable woman whose rare gift teaches a gruff
Scottish warrior how to listen with his heart. Eveline Armstrong is fiercely loved and
protected by her powerful clan, but outsiders consider her “touched.” Beautiful, fey,
with a level, intent gaze, she doesn’t speak. No one, not even her family, knows
that she cannot hear. Content with her life of seclusion, Eveline has taught herself
to read lips and allows the outside world to view her as daft. But when an arranged
marriage into a rival clan makes Graeme Montgomery her husband, Eveline
accepts her duty—unprepared for the delights to come. Graeme is a rugged
warrior with a voice so deep and powerful that his new bride can hear it, and hands
and kisses so tender and skilled that he stirs her deepest passions. Graeme is
intrigued by the mysterious Eveline, whose silent lips are ripe with temptation and
whose bright, intelligent eyes can see into his soul. As intimacy deepens, he learns

her secret. But when clan rivalries and dark deeds threaten the wife he has only
begun to cherish, the Scottish warrior will move heaven and earth to save the
woman who has awakened his heart to the beautiful song of a rare and magical
love.
Lion's Bride Iris Johansen 2008-08-26 A sizzling novel of passion, peril, and
searing sensuality from “a master among master storytellers” (Affaire de Coeur)—a
magical weaver of spellbinding tales, enticing characters, and unforgettable
romance. The darkly handsome warrior found her in the hot desert night, the last
survivor of a caravan devastated by a brutal attack. But Thea could hardly have
found a less likely savior. Brooding and powerful, the infamous Lord Ware felt no
need to rescue a total stranger, but Thea’s striking beauty and fighting spirit moved
him. So the knight in tarnished armor carried her away to his secret stronghold at
Dundragon, where she would become his prisoner, his tormentor, his lover . . . and
the one weapon his deadly enemy could use to destroy him.
No Place to Run Maya Banks 2010-12-07 The last person Sam Kelly expected to
save was Sophie Lundgren. Once they shared a brief, intense affair while Sam
was undercover and then she vanished. She's spent the last few months on the
run, knowing that any mistake would cost her both her life and that of their unborn
child. Now she's resurfaced with a warning for Sam: this time, he's the one in

danger.
An English Bride in Scotland Lynsay Sands 2013-06-25 From New York Times
bestselling author of The Husband Hunt, The Heiress, and other beloved historical
romances, comes Lynsay Sands’s An English Bride in Scotland, the first book in a
new series set in the wilds of the Highlands. Annabel had planned to become a
nun. But when her mother arrives at the Abbey to bring her home to marry a
Scottish laird—her runaway sister’s intended husband—her life takes a decidedly
different turn. And though Annabel isn’t the wife he’d planned for, strong, sexy
Ross McKay is taken with his shy, sweet bride. Annabel knows nothing about
being a wife, running a castle—or the marriage bed. But her handsome new
husband makes her want to learn. When Annabel’s life is threatened, Ross vows
to move the highlands itself to save her and preserve the passion that’s only
beginning to bloom.
Velvet Angel Jude Deveraux 1991-01-01 She came to him as a precious gift, a
naked angel rolled in a rug. Once he gazed into her green eyes, saw her tangle of
honey blonde hair, he was undone with passion. Elizabeth would never surrender.
He was a hated Montgomery -- she was a Chatworth -- and the blood war between
their families raged on, a wildfire of rape, murder, and betrayal. Elizabeth vowed to
fight the handsome lord, to resist the burning desire in his eyes -- no matter how

great the temptation.
Devil of the Highlands Lynsay Sands 2009-10-06 They call him the Devil . . . He is
the most notorious laird of Scotland: fierce, cold, deadly . . . and maybe even
worse. Yet Evelinde has just agreed to wed him. Anything, she thinks, is better
than her cruel stepmother. Though Evelinde should be wary of the rumors, she
can't help but be drawn to this warrior . . . for the Devil of the Highlands inspires a
heat within her that is unlike anything she has ever known. They may call him
whatever they wish, but Cullen, Laird of Donnachaidh, cares only for the future of
his clan. He must find a wife, a woman to bear him sons and heed his commands.
He has no need for beauty or grace, but one taste of his lovely bride's sweet lips
and the sultry feel of her skin arouse an untamed passion. Perhaps there's more to
marriage than he thought . . .
Theirs to Keep Maya Banks 2013-10-09 When Cade Walker and Merrick Sullivan
find Elle hiding in the cabinet of a gun store, they know they can't just walk away
from the fragile woman with no memory of who she is or who tried to kill her.
Merrick is training for the title shot in the heavyweight division as a mixed martial
artist and can't afford distractions, but neither can he turn his back on the woman
who tugs at his heartstrings. Elle feels safe with her two protectors, and the longer
she spends with them, the more she realizes that she has no desire to remember

her past. Not when it could compromise her future with Cade and Merrick. Cade
has his own set of issues when it comes to Elle, and it quickly becomes clear to
the two men that for the first time in their friendship, a woman is coming between
them. But what if they just kept her there? Between them. Where she belongs.
Seduced by the Highlander Julianne MacLean 2012-08-28 War, Lachlan
MacDonald has conquered so many men on the battlefield—and so many women
in the bedroom—that he is virtually undefeated. But one unlucky tryst with a
seductive witch has cursed him forever. Now, any women he makes love to will be
doomed for eternity… Lady Catherine is a beautiful lass of elite origin—or so she is
told. Suffering from amnesia, she is desperate to find the truth about who she
really is…or, at the very least, meet someone who inspires an intense memory or
emotion. When she first lays eyes on Lachlan MacDonald, Catherine has a sixth
sense that he holds the key that will unlock her past—and maybe even her heart.
But how could she know that the passion she ignites in this lusty warrior’s heart
could consume—and destroy—them both?
The Highlander Series 3-Book Bundle Maya Banks 2012-08-13 From a rising star
in Scottish romance comes a breathtaking trilogy of forbidden passion, legendary
heroes, and sacred bonds. In Maya Banks’s Highlander series, collected here in
one must-have eBook bundle, three unforgettable brothers risk everything to save

their clan and their legacy—and to surrender their hearts to love. Contains a
thrilling preview of Maya Banks’s sensual new novel, Never Seduce a Scot! IN
BED WITH A HIGHLANDER Ewan McCabe is poised to take back what is
his—until a blue-eyed, raven-haired temptress is thrust into his life. The illegitimate
daughter of the king, Mairin is wary of love. But her attraction to her ruggedly
powerful new husband makes her crave his surprisingly tender touch. And as war
draws near, Mairin’s strength, spirit, and passion challenge Ewan—a man who
dreams only of revenge—to confront his demons and conquer the strangest
territory of all: his heart. SEDUCTION OF A HIGHLAND LASS Fiercely loyal to his
family, Alaric McCabe is prepared to wed for duty as well. But on his way to claim
the daughter of a neighboring chieftain, he is ambushed and left for dead—only to
be saved by the soft touch of a Highland angel. An outcast from her own clan,
Keeley McDonald is drawn to the wounded warrior and his strong, lean body. As
forbidden love draws them into pleasures of the flesh, conspiracy and danger circle
closer. Alaric must make an impossible choice: Will he betray his blood ties for the
woman he loves? NEVER LOVE A HIGHLANDER Caelen McCabe’s young,
reckless heart nearly destroyed his clan—now he must marry to salvage an
uneasy alliance. But Caelen trusts no woman, especially not the beauty who
torments him with white-hot longing. Rionna McDonald had vowed to protect her

heart—until she finds herself craving the sensual delights of a husband who
guards his emotions as fiercely as his clan. When the ultimate battle for the
McCabe legacy is upon them, Rionna risks her life to prove to Caelen that their
love is too precious to lose.
Shadow Music Julie Garwood 2008 When Gabrielle, the last of her royal line,
comes to Scotland to meet the stranger she is betrothed to, she discovers that the
powerful secret she possesses could plunge the entire highland Scottish kingdom
into anarchy.
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